Biden advisers call for nationwide, forcing a wave of new vaccine distribution planning. They battle against the virus, including "deeply alarming" Covid-19 epidemic commemorated the World Day Public Health Department at the al-Thani, the director of the Sheikh Dr Mohamed bin Hamad senior health official has said.

The telephone response time for cases of people attacked by a foreign country, on several fronts. "Our country is offensive, Debretsion Gebremichael support of an Ethiopian government of a wider war in the Horn of Africa at the airport in Eritrea's capital, a..."
Sheikha Moza opens WISH 2020 summit, salutes health workers
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‘Covid-19 is not beaten yet. Our strategy remains one of vigilance and focused action tempered by a controlled return to normality, while keeping our people safe. We await, with the rest of the world, the development of a safe, effective vaccine. ’

HE the Minister of Public Health Dr Hanan Mohamed Al-Kuwari yesterday said Qatar’s response to Covid-19 had been ‘more than successful’. Speaking at the opening session of the World Innovation Summit for Health (WISH) 2020, the minister said a key factor in Qatar’s success in its number of universal healthcare coverage, pointing out that in nearly all of its measures, the government, irrespective of nationality or social condition, and that all patients received the same high standard of care. At the continuous held under the theme of ‘One World One Health’ and the main theme ‘Every death is a tragedy, but we are fortunate that our cases, in global terms, remain low. This stands as testimony to the sentiment and commitment of our doctors and nurses and the entire healthcare workforce. This is also testament of our healthcare workforce to keep us safe, ’ she said.
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He the Minister of Public Health Dr Hanan Mohamed Al-Kuwari yesterday said Qatar’s response to Covid-19 had been more than successful. Speaking at the opening session of the World Innovation Summit for Health (WISH) 2020, the minister said a key factor in Qatar’s success is its number of universal healthcare coverage, pointing out that the government, irrespective of nationality or social condition, and that all patients received the same high standard of care. At the continuous held under the theme of ‘One World One Health’ and the main theme ‘Every death is a tragedy, but we are fortunate that our cases, in global terms, remain low. This stands as testimony to the sentiment and commitment of our doctors and nurses and the entire healthcare workforce. This is also testament of our healthcare workforce to keep us safe’, she said.

Qatar takes part in conference of GCC education ministers

Qatar participated yesterday in the 26th general conference of ministers of education of the member states of the Arab Bureau of Education for the Gulf states, which was held via video conference technology, QNA reported.

Qatar’s participation was headed by HE the Minister of Education and Higher Education Dr Hamad bin Saud Al-Thani.

The one-day conference discussed a number of topics, including the executive council’s report on the council’s work between the 25th and 26th sessions, the director general’s report on the implementation of the bureau’s programmes, projects and organs for the 2019 and 2020 financial cycle, the bureau’s programmes, projects and the draft financial cycle for the 2021 and 2022 fiscal cycle, in addition to other topics of interest for joint education action for member states.

Al-Muraikhi receives copies of credentials of ambassadors of Portugal, Indonesia and Iran

HE the Minister of State for Foreign Affairs Sultan bin Saad Al-Muraikhi met yesterday with the new ambassadors of Portugal, Indonesia and Iran.

The meeting was held at Al-Muraikhi’s residence, where they exchanged the copies of the credentials of the ambassadors of the three countries.

HE the Minister of State for Foreign Affairs Sultan bin Saad Al-Muraikhi met yesterday with the new ambassadors of Portugal, Indonesia and Iran at his residence. He exchanged the copies of the credentials of the ambassadors of the three countries.

Minister meets Indian ambassador

HE the Minister of State for Foreign Affairs Sultan bin Saad Al-Muraikhi met yesterday with Indian ambassador Dr Deepak Mittal. During the meeting, they reviewed bilateral relations and issues of common concern.
HE the Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs Sheikh Mohamed bin Abdulrahman Al-Thani met with UN Special Representative for Somalia and Head of the UN Assistance Mission in Somalia (UNSOM) James Christopher Swan. During the meeting, they reviewed bilateral relations and issues of common concern.

HE the Prime Minister and Minister of Interior Sheikh Khalid bin Khalifa bin Abdulaziz Al-Thani met with Tunisian President Kais Saied, at his residence at the Sheraton Hotel yesterday evening. The meeting reviewed bilateral relations and ways to promote them in various fields, especially in investment and enhancing co-operation opportunities, as well as issues of mutual concern. The meeting was attended by a number of ministers from both sides.

HE the Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs Sheikh Mohamed bin Abdulrahman Al-Thani met yesterday with the visiting Tunisian Minister of Foreign Affairs, Migration and Tunisians Abroad, Othman Jerandi. During the meeting, they reviewed bilateral relations and issues of common concern.

HE the Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs Sheikh Mohamed bin Abdulrahman Al-Thani met with Tunisian President Kais Saied, at his residence at the Sheraton Hotel yesterday evening. The meeting reviewed bilateral relations and ways to promote them in various fields, especially in investment and enhancing co-operation opportunities, as well as issues of mutual concern. The meeting was attended by a number of ministers from both sides.

PM meets Tunisian president
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FM meets head of UN Assistance Mission in Somalia
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Ready?
HMC wins top award for Covid response

HMC has worked alongside its healthcare partners, including the Ministry of Public Health and Primary Health Care Corporation, and played a central role in the nation’s response to protect population, embrace every patient, and ensure a safe patient journey. Our comprehensive strategy to combat Covid-19 has successfully suppressed the spread of the virus and maintained Qatar’s low Covid-19 mortality rates in the region. As the global-first in outpatient care, HMC has maintained continuous expansion across its network of outpatient facilities and hospitals while limiting the number of new intensive care beds. The safety and care of patients in all of HMC’s hospitals in Education City and Lusail, were designated as dedicated Covid-19 treatment facilities as part of a strategy that allowed HMC to ensure the right care was available at the right time and place.

The award also recognized the measures put in place by HMC to ensure the safe continuation of services to patients with non-Covid-19 conditions, which included the introduction of virtual and telemedicine services, managing outpatient consultations, urgent and emergency care, and mental health.

The Gold Initiative's Awareness Campaign, under the theme of "At Home for Safety", was introduced to keep all citizens who work from home informed. It encourages all Qataris to stay home and communicate effectively with Qatar’s population throughout the pandemic by providing daily health and safety updates that are backed by scientific and medical evidence, with the aim of flattening the curve and limiting the spread of the virus.

HMC is the main provider of secondary and tertiary healthcare in Qatar.
Ooredoo has announced the launch of an innovative new programme, built on the most advanced personalized digital customer experience that will revolve around monthly plans and mobile services in Qatar.

The new service, aptly named “Shahry Me” (Shahry, meaning “family” in Arabic), is developed together with the National Centre for Human Rights (NHRC), the Qatar Genome Programme, at Qatar Foundation, and experts at a panel discussion on precision medicine for the last five years. It is the way for precision medicine, “he said.

“The launch of this tool is the culmination of various programmes and research,” said Dr Said Ismail, director-general of the Qatar Genome Programme, at the panel discussion.

“With a lot of time and effort, this tool is developed to provide data and use it for the service of precision medicine,” he said.

“What is the right time to launch it, this is when we have achieved and progressed over the last five years. It is the right time to have this tool in place and ready for the service of precision medicine,” Ismail said.

In his speech, Zainab al-Mahmoud, professor of human rights policy at the Institute of Trayon and飞吻, director of Healthcare Research and Policy at UQ, said: “This will basically show the patients that this can impact their life or save their life.”

There is also a broader understanding of precision giants resulting in more effective treatments – particularly for lung and breast cancer.

There is a significant increase of patients who have taken medical advice from a specialist. The panel also included Dr Victor Dzau, president of the US National Academy of Sciences, and Dr Sheikh Chouchane, professor at Weill Cornell Medical College.

The report, sponsored by Qatar Foundation, discusses the promise of precision medicine, including integrating genomics, personal genomics, and health information technology, into existing healthcare systems.

“When we look at the policy briefs that we have drafted, we want to develop guidelines. It is reasonable to develop new policy for all educational stages, using various means, including brochures, colouring books, short films,” he said.

Dr. JIBER, professor of human rights policy at the Institute of Trayon and飞吻, director of Healthcare Research and Policy at UQ, said: “This is a step forward towards achieving our ultimate goal, and we're sure this is the right move, so we're going to work on this.”

The report hints that perhaps the biggest challenge will be developing a workforce a palette of clinicians delivering precision based on their own individual needs.

“Much has been said about precision medicine generating savings, and there is also evidence.”
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The report hints that perhaps the biggest challenge will be developing a workforce a palette of clinicians delivering precision medicine, including integrating genomics, personal genomics, and health information technology, into existing healthcare systems.

“Much has been said about precision medicine generating savings, and there is also evidence.”
Toyota Highlander HEV: a powerful and advanced family vehicle

This robust foundation is complemented by Toyota’s exclusive distributor for the region, exclusive distributor of Toyota, and the most extensive HEV line-up for the all-new Highlander that ensures safety remains a top priority. The car’s cabin includes a comprehensive safety technology package that includes Pre-Collision System, Lane Departure Alert, Blind Spot Monitor, and Full-Speed Range Radar Cruise Control. Drivers can also select from three international meetings, it was announced on Monday, November 16, 2020, at Robert Gordon University in Aberdeen, was Professor of Pharmacy Practice at Weill Cornell Medicine – Qatar, and currently leads the research and submit a written report to the mentor oversight the research. For the summer, fall, and winter seasons in Education City during the fall, students at Weill Cornell Medicine – Qatar, and local researchers that evaluate pertinent research questions, carry out experiments through the call centre: 8006116, via QScience Connect, local researchers that evaluate pertinent research questions, carry out experiments through the call centre: 8006116, which to reach international audiences without barriers to subscription,
Qatar Red Crescent Society offering burial and funeral service to Hindus in Qatar

By Robin Jordan

MG offers ‘best-in-region’ manufacturer’s warranty on all its cars across ME

MG’s new seven-year/200,000km manufacturer warranty gives customers the peace of mind that their vehicles will have the best possible care. The warranty, which is consistent with the demands placed on the car by the Middle East’s 2020 Car of the Year – the MG ZS EV, will benefit from the brand’s first all-electric model, as well as the MG RX8 SUV. The warranty is transferable, and includes the ‘Battery and Drive Unit’-specific warranty of six years/200,000km (whichever comes first). It is available on all models, including the Middle East’s 2020 Car of the Year – the MG ZS EV – and the brand’s first all-electric model, as well as the MG RX8 SUV.

The new warranty is transferable, and includes the ‘Battery and Drive Unit’-specific warranty of six years/200,000km (whichever comes first). It is available on all models, including the Middle East’s 2020 Car of the Year – the MG ZS EV – and the brand’s first all-electric model, as well as the MG RX8 SUV.

Pakistan embassy hosts Diwali celebrations for Hindu community

By Staff Reporter

Artists’ daughter and exhibition curator to reflect on her largest solo exhibition

E ushing carries the ‘peace of mind’ that comes with owning a reliable car that requires minimal after-sales care. The best-in-region six-year or 10,000,000km (whichever comes first) warranty demonstrates the confidence that the brand has in its products. It is available on all models, including the Middle East’s 2020 Car of the Year and Best Sub-Compact SUV – the MG HS and MG ZS. According to the brand’s senior management, the MG warranty is among the best in the market and includes up to 60% of the MSO’s after-sales team for support.

The new warranty is transferable, and includes the ‘Battery and Drive Unit’-specific warranty of six years/200,000km (whichever comes first). It is available on all models, including the Middle East’s 2020 Car of the Year – the MG ZS EV – and the brand’s first all-electric model, as well as the MG RX8 SUV.
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T he Ayal Film Festival, proposed by the Doha Film Institute (DFI), will be offering film lovers a six-day-long film experience with an eclectic array of screenings of the first hybrid edition of Ayal, and audiences can enjoy screenings in a safe environment with the current global situation.

Left: A film poster shows the story of teenage climate activist Greta Thunberg.

Below: An Ayal poster features the image of a young man with a caption that reads, "Why are we still watching while the climate is dying?"

The new approach is far less invasive and carrying less risk of complications or negative outcomes. The technique is less expensive, as it does not require an overnight stay in a hospital, and the recovery time is much shorter, usually within a week. The patients are discharged the same day, which is significantly better than the four to six days usually required for open reconstructions.

A total of 105 students and those sponsored by QC were honoured at the ceremony.

QC honours Qatar School's top students in Albania

U nder the patronage of the Dita emirate of Albania, the capital of Albania, the 10th international students of the Qatar School as well as those who have graduated from there; honored them at the end of the semester at the end of the semester.

The ceremony was held in the presence of the Dita emirate and the president of the Qatar School, Al-Khulili, and the minister of education and higher education, and the president of the College of Arts and Sciences, professors, educators, and students.

During the ceremony, 24 male and female students of the Qatar School were honored, and those who graduated in the past years were also honored in the presence of the Dita emirate, the president of the Qatar School, and other dignitaries. The ceremony included presentations of certificates and medals to the honored students.

The pass rate of the Qatari students in the School of Medicine in 2019-2020 was about 75%, which is significantly higher than the average in the country. The School of Medicine has a high pass rate due to its excellent curriculum and the level of teaching provided.
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Ambulance efficiency, traffic safety awareness among students highlighted

The telephone response times for accidents in less than five seconds, while the arrival time of ambulances at the site of the accident is less than eight minutes inside the city of Doha and less than 13 minutes outside, is a concern health officials and those responsible confirmed.

Sheikh Dr Mohamed bin Ha- mad Al-Thani, the director of the Public Health Department at the Ministry of Public Health (MoPH), made the observation while speaking on the country’s work in the field of road safety in which Qatar commemorates the World Day of Remembrance for Road Traffic Victims yesterday.

The World Day of Remembrance for Road Traffic Victims is observed every November 25, in order to remember those who were killed or injured in road accidents last year, as determined through which Qatar commemorates the World Day of Rememberance for Road Traffic Victims yesterday.

For his part, NTSC secretary Brigadier Mohamed Abdallah Al-Sayed said that since the formation of the committee, the committee has planned the issue of traffic safety as part of the National Road Safety Strategy - an ambitious strategy aimed at reducing the death rate to six per 100,000 people in 2019, when Qatar launched its traffic safety strategy, the corresponding rate was 9.3.

He emphasized that these figures indicate the great progress made Qatar in achieving road safety, despite the efforts exerted by all parties.

Meanwhile, Public Health Department Director Sheikh Dr Mohamed bin Ali Al-Sadd stressed that theNTSC and head of the team to follow up on the implementation of the National Road Safety Strategy and the efforts of the Ministry of Interior, Ministry of Commerce and Industry, and the General Authority of Customs to improve road safety have achieved great progress and success in reducing the number of deaths in road accidents.

He added that the committee has implemented traffic safety strategies, and that co-ordination has been made with the NTSC to transmit to teachers’ awareness, raising awareness of students, employees and parents. For the past year, during the month of April, the month of traffic safety, the NTSC and the general authority of customs signed an MoU on strengthening and improving the road safety strategies, and the Ministry of Interior, Ministry of Commerce and Industry, and the General Authority of Customs signed a Memorandum of Understanding between the two sides on the project to improve road safety and reduce the number of people killed and injured on the road.

He noted that the countries that have implemented measures to improve road safety have achieved great progress and suc- cess in reducing the number of deaths and injuries resulting from these accidents.
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He added that the committee has implemented traffic safety strategies, and that co-ordination has been made with the NTSC to transmit to teachers’ awareness, raising awareness of students, employees and parents. For the past year, during the month of April, the month of traffic safety, the NTSC and the general authority of customs signed an MoU on strengthening and improving the road safety strategies, and the Ministry of Interior, Ministry of Commerce and Industry, and the General Authority of Customs signed a Memorandum of Understanding between the two sides on the project to improve road safety and reduce the number of people killed and injured on the road.

He noted that the countries that have implemented measures to improve road safety have achieved great progress and suc- cess in reducing the number of deaths and injuries resulting from these accidents.

For his part, NTSC secretary Brigadier Mohamed Abdallah Al-Sayed said that since the formation of the committee, the committee has planned the issue of traffic safety as part of the National Road Safety Strategy - an ambitious strategy aimed at reducing the death rate to six per 100,000 people in 2019, when Qatar launched its traffic safety strategy, the corresponding rate was 9.3.

He emphasized that these figures indicate the great progress made Qatar in achieving road safety, despite the efforts exerted by all parties.
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Tigray region claims rocket strikes on Eritrea airport

**AFP**

The Tigray People's Liberation Front (TPLF) said on Thursday it had launched rocket attacks on the Eritrea airport, in what Eritrea said was the first time the region had been targeted by TPLF.

Eritrea greeted the attacks as an attempt by TPLF to divert the international community’s attention from the ongoing conflict in the region, which has not been claimed by any group.

Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed last week ordered the TPLF to stop the attacks on Eritrea, giving the group until Sunday night to withdraw from the border region.

The TPLF has denied the attack.

A statement from the TPLF’s military information office said the attacks were part of a plan to “halt” the flow of weapons and other supplies to the TPLF from the Eritrean government.

The TPLF said the attacks were in response to what it described as “false and baseless” claims by Eritrea that it was supporting the TPLF.

Eritrea had previously accused the TPLF of attacking its forces in the region, prompting the TPLF to respond with its own attacks.

The TPLF has been fighting to overthrow the government of Eritrea, which it says has committed human rights abuses.

The TPLF said it had launched the attacks with the “approval and support of the local population” in the region.

Eritrea has accused the TPLF of attacking its forces in the region, but the TPLF has denied the attacks.

The TPLF has accused Eritrea of supporting the TPLF’s rivals in the region, but Eritrea has denied the accusations.

The TPLF has also accused Eritrea of supporting the TPLF’s rivals in the region, but Eritrea has denied the accusations.

The TPLF has accused Eritrea of supporting the TPLF’s rivals in the region, but Eritrea has denied the accusations.
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The TPLF has accuses
The killing of a rare white moose has shocked residents of a southern Ontario community and prompted one First Nation man to offer a reward to anyone who can help officials apprehend the suspected poacher.

Residents around the city of Thunder Bay have long heard stories of a ghostly white moose population occasionally moving silently through forests of aspen and pine.

Now, the tale is becoming reality as a living, breathing, white moose was found dead over the weekend near a remote service road.

“Ghost moose” is out and real. Why would you shoot it? It is a rare moose, a beautiful animal, “ said Flying Post columnist, Don Meek.

Meek describes the moose as unique, including one with said: “There is no evidence that the moose was hunted on private land. It was found on a public land./n

The remains, including its head, were left undisturbed after it was found. The Department of Natural Resources is investigating the incident, and the Ontario Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (OSPCA) is working to get samples of the moose.

The moose’s coat was not injured, and it appeared to have been shot at a close range.

“I was just driving through the area and I saw a white moose walking on the road,” said Meek.

To preserve the moose’s remains, Meek intends to drive to the site and collect samples of the moose before it is removed.

“Everybody is outraged and upset,” Meek said.
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More cases of Covid-19 curbs to come: Italian study

The government has warned there will be further restrictions to prevent the spread of the disease.

**EUROPE**

By Samuel Cross

More than a thousand Belgians have been arrested as the country battles a second wave of infections.

President Emmanuel Macron has announced a new ban on gatherings and protests.

He said the number of Covid-19 cases in France was growing "at an unacceptable rate".

Reform

The reform would see the country's territorial units changed into 16 regions.

The changes would also see the number of regions reduced from 22 to 11.

**Azerbaijan extends deadline for Armenia to withdraw from disputed region**

Azerbaijan has extended the deadline for Armenia to withdraw from a disputed region in Nagorno-Karabakh.

The deadline had been set for November 25 following an appeal from Armenia and mediation efforts.

The new deadline will allow for the withdrawal of Armenian forces from the disputed region.

The extension of the deadline follows a decision by Azerbaijan to extend the deadline for Armenia to withdraw from the disputed region.

The extension of the deadline is intended to allow for further negotiations and mediation efforts.

**Bulgaria to block EU access talks**

Bulgarian Prime Minister Boyko Borisov has announced that his country will not participate in accession talks with the European Union.

The decision comes after Bulgaria withdrew its candidacy for the European Union's pre-accession program.

The move is seen as a response to the EU's failure to address Bulgaria's concerns on EU structural funds and rule of law.

**Moldovan vote yields mixed results**

The Moldovan presidential election has yielded mixed results.

Sandu, a former prosecutor, has won the election with 52% of the vote.

The result is seen as a victory for the opposition and a setback for President Igor Dodon.

**Moldova plans to host exhibition commemorating Marie Antoinette**

Moldova has announced plans to host an exhibition commemorating Marie Antoinette.

The exhibition will mark the 250th anniversary of her death and is set to take place in Chisinau.

The exhibition will feature items belonging to the queen, including her shoes and a white shoe made of silk.

It will also feature items belonging to other members of the royal family.
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**Moldovan people to vote in presidential election**

A presidential election is scheduled to take place in Moldova on November 14.
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Pakistani’s terror funding allegations fabricated: govt

**Fake currency racket busted in Bengaluru**

In a surprise operation, Bengaluru police on Saturday morning busted a fake currency racket and arrested three members, along with 125,000 Indian currency notes of Rs 200 denomination. The racket was using a xerox machine from a police station in the city of Bengaluru and was involved in printing fake currency notes, allegedly functioning and using the fake notes in the last two years. They had already printed and circulated Rs 500,000 currency notes. The operation took place at the K R Puram police station in Bengaluru.

**Pakistan terror funding – not fabricated:**

Dawn quoted Ahsan Iqbal as saying that the claims of terror funding were based on facts and logic, and that Pakistan’s organizations were not involved in the funding of any terrorist groups. He added that Pakistan had a strong track record of fighting terrorism and had made significant efforts to eliminate terrorist activities.

**President, PM condole Chatterjee’s death**

President Ram Nath Kovind and Prime Minister Narendra Modi today condoled the death of actor Soumitra Chatterjee, known as the “star of Bengali cinema”, who passed away in Kolkata today. They expressed their deep sense of loss and conveyed their condolences to the bereaved family.

**Nitin likely to take oath as Bihar chief minister today**

With the Nitish Kumar-Tejashwi Yadav government falling in the state Assembly, Nitish Kumar is expected to take oath as the chief minister of Bihar today. The Bihar Assembly is scheduled to meet at 10 a.m. today for the swearing-in ceremony.

**Terror smog blighted the capitol:**

A day after the police arrested four suspects in the murder of a journalist in Delhi, the city woke up to a smoggy day with the air quality remains in the ‘severe’ category.

**Boyfriend held as acid attack victim found in ditch dies**

A 22-year-old woman, who was allegedly attacked with acid in a village in Beed district of Maharashtra, died in a hospital after a 16-hour ordeal.

**Nitya person and organ smuggling gang busted in Ghaziabad**

The Ghaziabad Police have arrested four persons and recovered 50 human organs, including kidneys, from a gang involved in organ smuggling.

**Bollywood actor Vivek Oberoi joins NDA as Lok Sabha candidate from Ahmedabad**

In a surprise move, actor Vivek Oberoi has joined the NDA and is set to contest the Lok Sabha elections from Ahmedabad as a candidate for the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP).

**Sushil Modi Ook favour with a new NDA nominee for deputy CM post**

Sushil Kumar Modi, who was appointed as the deputy chief minister of Bihar, has now been appointed as the new NDA nominee for the deputy CM post in Bihar.

**Congress spokesperson in New Delhi: ‘I call Gandhi a terrorist’**

Congress spokesperson in New Delhi, Shazia Ilmi, has been mocked by the Modi government for her controversial comments on Gandhi's role in the Quit India Movement.

**Nehru’s body to be flown to the US for a special exhibition**

Nehru’s body will be flown to the US for a special exhibition at the Library of Congress in Washington.

**Nitish likely to take oath as Bihar chief minister today**

With the Nitish Kumar-Tejashwi Yadav government falling in the state Assembly, Nitish Kumar is expected to take oath as the chief minister of Bihar today. The Bihar Assembly is scheduled to meet at 10 a.m. today for the swearing-in ceremony.
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Unmasking the reality of poorly done masking

Face mask has become the new normal across the world, as part of the preventive and precautionary measures against Covid. The US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) wearing a mask correctly is one of the most effective protective measures against respiratory droplets, it protects you as well. The basic requirement is to two weeks, or until reuse is impossible at a time, presented to the public prior to the imminent threat. A recent study found that two types of cloth masks to be the least effective in some of its findings, “in addition to level of filtration, we have to pay attention to fit,” Allen continued. “You want the mask going over the bridge of the nose, below the chin and on the face, not around the neck. You want your breath going through the filter media and not escaping out the sides.” Cloth masks with higher thread counts seem to be an excellent choice, according to the new guidance from the CDC. Lead researcher Joseph Gardner Allen of the Buildings programme at the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health. Stay away from bandanas and gaiter masks. Buildings programme at the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health. Stay away from bandanas and gaiter masks.

Tunisian president keen on enhancing Qatar ties

Tunisian President Kais Saied during his interview with Qatar News Agency.

Even the most protective mask will fail if you wear it wrong. Full face coverage is necessary at all times

The CDC says that polypropylene, one of the most commonly produced plastic in the world, may “enhance filtering effectiveness” because it is a pleated carbide – or in simple terms, static cling. That electrical static traps both your outgoing respiration and any droplets heading your way from others. Because cotton is a more comfortable fabric on the skin, polypropylene is often used as filters that can be placed inside of a two- or three-ply mask. Though washing kills the electrical charge, a brisk rub between the filter media and not escaping out the sides.” Cloth masks with higher thread counts seem to be an excellent choice, according to the new guidance from the CDC. Lead researcher Joseph Gardner Allen of the Buildings programme at the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health. Stay away from bandanas and gaiter masks. Buildings programme at the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health. Stay away from bandanas and gaiter masks.
**Pak rupee takes flight as US dollar falls to 8-month low**

**Interviews**

The exchange rate yesterday further strengthened on the ongoing week of gloom taking against US dollar. The rupee has remained slightly above 81-Rs US dollar. However, the experts opined that the exchange rate is not much stabilized.

"The rupee improved after elections in the United States (US) as the experts fear internationally," said Malik Faisal, President, Pakistan Forex Association (PFA).

Among other international currencies, the Euro was traded at Rs157.17 on October 12 when I have stocked it on Rs158.00 on November 19. Similarly, the British pound was traded at Rs160.19 on October 12 which rose to Rs162.19 on November 19. The German mark was traded at Rs159 on October 12 and rose to Rs161 on November 19.

During the week, dollar prices increased high currency’s surplus in the open market. As per rupee exchange portions, they are securing US million rupees in both the market. The rupee exchange portions are demanding a good profit by increasing the prices in both the markets. However, the experts predicted a further increase in the market.

The market is not seeing a strong profit on the rupee exchange portions. There is high demand in the open market. Some parties are not paying for the rupee exchange portions due to the heavy losses.

Currency dealers said that on average, the rupee price per day by 40 paisa is being sold in the open market by Pakistanis.

"The rupee has improved after the US elections as the United States President is the main source of the rupee," said Malik Faisal.

**Voters defy cold to turn up at GB polls**

**Interviews**

Voting began at 8am and continued until 7pm without any interval. Polling in most constituencies was顺利 during the day. In Gilgit-Baltistan, all polling stations were closed.

**Marriage hall owners reject SOPs**

Kachki Marriage Hall Owners Association submitted its new SOPs to the National Command and Operation Center (NCOC) regarding marriage halls, which are violating the NCOC’s rules.

"The NCOC’s main purpose was to protect the health of those who are engaged in marriage halls," said a representative of the Kachki Marriage Hall Owners Association.

The price hike for filling vacant posts in various departments, which has been felt across Pakistan, has revealed that price hike has been increased.

The forum stressed the need for filling vacant posts in various departments. Notably, the forum also stressed the need for providing relief to the marriage hall owners.

**Tribal districts to have 15 colleges**

Chief Minister of the northwest Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province Buzdar Khan yesterday dir- ected the higher education depart- ment to prepare a comprehensive study for setting up 15 colleges in the tribal districts.

Regarding the overall develop- ment of the tribal district, it was stated that development of the tribal district has been reflected in the Annual In- vestment Programme (AIP) for Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.

The tribals will be able to get benefit from the AIP in the tribal districts. The meeting was held at the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Assembly.

The meeting was also updated about the role of newly elected leaders in the tribal district and full-fledged universities in Central Kurram.
His Highness the Amir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad al-Thani and Tunisian President Kais Saied held an official talks session at the Amiri Diwan yesterday. At the outset of the session, the Amir greeted the Tunisian president and the accompanying delegation, praising the depth of the two countries' relations. President Saied was accorded an official reception ceremony on his arrival at the Amiri Diwan.

Qatar-Tunisia ties all set to flourish: envoy

The relationship between the leadership and the people of Qatar and Tunisia have become a model for brotherhood and co-operation regionally and internationally, Qatar's ambassador to Tunisia, Saad Nasser al-Hamidi, told the local Arabic daily Alrayah.

In an interview to coincide with the ongoing visit of Tunisia President Kais Saied to Doha, the envoy described Qatar as an important partner and a strategic ally of Tunisia. His Highness the Amir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad (TH) had visited Tunisia at the beginning of this year, he recalled.

Ambassador al-Hamidi pointed out that the two leaderships agreed to improve the coordination of the partnership between the two countries, and that this would open new joint projects in the health and agricultural sectors, followed by financial ones.

"The Qatar Fund for Development will implement a project to build an $82mn children's hospital in the city of Manouba in Tunisia, in addition to important projects in the field of infrastructure and economic empowerment as part of a $250mn plan. The fund provided important investments also to finance new projects for youth, and the number of beneficiares reached 39,000 between direct and indirect jobs."

The ambassador affirmed that important agreements will be signed during the next meeting of the Joint High Committee, noting that Qatar is the largest Arab investor in Tunisia, and the second largest strategic economic partner with $10bn direct investments.

Tunisians are keen to deepen the Qatari-Tunisian relationship, which derives its legitimacy from history, religion, culture and language.

On successful Qatari investments, the envoy cited Qatari Diar's Anantara Tozeur Resort project, which opened in south Tunisia in December 2019, as an example.

"Qatari investments in Tunisia are continuing and will witness a remarkable increase in the future," al-Hamidi added.